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The State and economy: Russian specificity

1. Changing of Russian economical development paradigm

Transformation of property institute - Russian privatization and its consequences for the
present economy.

Privatization is one of the most important part in reorganization during transition to market,
besides it is a special system concerning to reorganization of production means: “private” instead of
“state”.

Privatization was to insure conditions for the future market. The privatization conception
supposed to be carried out in two stages, they are voucher and monetary stages.

Duration of these stages was fixed definitely: voucher – since June 1992 till July 1994;
monetary – since July 1994 till the present moment.

Voucher privatization started under following circumstances:
a) selected reforming version demanded privatization to be carried out rapidly. It meant

inevitable problems;
b) we hadn’t skilled personnel in Russia prepared to decide matters qualitatively;
c) financial resources to realize the determined tasks were insignificant. There was no

solvent demand in Russia;
d) there were over 240 thousands state enterprises that demanded typical privatizing

standard, to be remade in short time;
e) foreign investors didn’t display much interest in Russian reorganization.
Privatization cheques given out to all Russian citizens were used as the main privatization

means at the first step. People received 146,064 million cheques. Every cheque-owner had 4
opportunities:

1. to have share-engagement at one’s enterprise (nearly 26 millions cheques were
received);

2. to take part in cheque auction;
3. to buy cheque invest funds shares (640 funds were created, that gathered above 60

millions cheques);
4. to sell the cheques (about quarter of cheques was sold).
Cheque stage of privatization allowed to privatize a sufficient part of small objects by the

middle of 1994 (above 85 thousands shops, café, restaurants). 20 thousands stock companies were
founded on the basis of middle, small and large enterprises. By the end of 1994 110 thousands
enterprises were privatized.

Monetary privatization started on the first of July 1994, its goal was ownership transmission
to reliable owners.

Monetary privatization displayed a great deal of problems.
1) Wide section of private owners wasn’t formed.
2) Structural reorganization didn’t lead to high effective.
3) Investments production volume was too small to get production technological and social

development.
4) Index of competitiveness turned to be quite low for world and home market.
The consequences of the first step were:
Inflation and voucher privatization began at the same time in 1992. So we got an opposite

result. Vouchers were supposed to increase legitimate savings of people. But price liberalization,
runaway inflation obliterated all the people’s savings. Certainly, citizens were discontented, then
this act creating legitimate source failed; besides people lost their faith in new economical system in
general.



Consequences of the second step of privatization:
Monetary privatization was supposed to create a class of proprietors which would increase

effectiveness of production. However, initial price was fixed according to residual balance cost of
basic production assets; that is enterprise’s cost was greatly understated.

To buy property not for business but for sale appeared to be profitable. Besides, voting
stocks’ owner was as a rule a subject who couldn’t make sufficient investments deliberately.

After 10 years of privatization standards of living got much worse. Potential development of
human being index includes gross national income, education standards, and living standards.

In 1990 USSR took 33-th stage in the world, in 1993 Russia was 57-th, in 1997 – 67-th,
1999 – 71-st.

Forming of market institutes and the state role in reorganization.

Institute reorganization – is changing of formal and informal conditions of management; that
is creation of private sector forming new market organizations (commercial banks, commodity
exchanges, stock exchanges, investment funds, etc.) and also new management system (by changing
administrative lever to economical one, first of all budgetary and tax).

These changes are greatly sufficient to transform the state regulation while remaking. The
state’s functions are also changing. Some of them increase, other decrease.

Moreover, state actions are getting especially important, as reorganization concerns the
legislative system as well. It means some laws have to be abolished, others have to be created.
Thus, national monetary and bank systems, budgetary and tax, social politics are changing a lot.

There are three main groups of state functions during remaking period:
1) forming and regulation of new laws, relationships, sectors and economical infrastructure;
2) reforming and managing of state economical sector;
3) resolving the contradictions, connected with this period and social-economical

stabilization as well.
Specific legal standards and economical state measures (privatization, demonopolization,

etc) can have an effect in reorganization.
Market institutes can be created on theirs own required by economy agents (for example,

several hundred commodity exchanges were set up in 1990 – 1991 in Russia in consequence of
elemental liberalization of economic connection among enterprises).

In the course of reorganization the basis market institutes appeared: private property, free
economic connections, competition. These market institutes built in developed market countries.

They have following characteristic features:
Firstly, institutional lack. In Russia it’s lack of purchase and sale of land that can’t be used

as guarantee. Thus there isn’t enough credits drawn in rural economy. There is no market selection
of failed firms. This lack breaks competition and economical structure reforming.

Secondly, structural asymmetry, that is uneven development of different market segments.
Commodity market and service market is developed most of all, while other segments – factor
market (capital, money market, labour, land natural resources) – are developed much less.

Institutional lack and structural asymmetry lead to nonpayments, barter, weak adaptation to
variability of demand. I

In conclusion state goals during remaking period are complicated; state functions are
broadening and transforming.

Industrial features in new structural economy

Economy as the whole complex is represent by industrial structures. Sectoral structure – is
aggregation of all industrial sectors which are characterized by definite proportions and
connections. In sectoral plan this structure is represented with two spheres: material production
(productive sphere) or non-material production (non-productive sphere).



Material production where 68,7% people are busy is the basis of industry. During
economical reforms some positive changes took place in productive and un-productive spheres;
correlation between them changed. Employment rate in material sphere decreased in non- material –
increased. Employment rate is decreasing in building, industry; increasing in crediting, commercial
sphere, insurance, financial sphere. Structural changes display development of market structures in
economy.

There is important progress in Gross National Product (GNP) structure. However, these
changes are due to decline in productive sphere and to uneven price rise. There is capital transition
to financial and commercial economy sphere. There is structural change and deindustrialization
consequently.

Characteristic feature of present Russian economy is intersectoral complexes. Interindustries
are developing as within the definite sector, as between the close technologically connected
industries. There are such interindusries as agro-industrial complex, traffic, machine building, fuel-
energy complex.

Infrastructure is very important when market is developing. Market development is
connected with infrastructure development: commodity, stock exchanges are set up; number of
commercial banks is growing in different regions of Russia.

Small busyness as basis of national economy

World practice shows that small busyness plays an important part in economy of every
country. The main advantages of small business are: faster adaptation to local economy
circumstances; subject can have a free hand; low expenses; especially managing expenses; a bright
opportunity to realize ideas; to show one’s own capability; opportunity to change and expend the
range of goods, etc.

Small busyness grew greatly in the 1990-s when it had mainly a social function – to provide
people with vacancies. Last 10 years temps of growth are still increasing. Every third company in
country is small busyness, and every fourth man is employed at small company.

There are economical sectors where small busyness companies produce the greater part of
production. So in building sphere 97% - are small companies; small companies produce 30% of
dairy production, and 70% cooled fish. In agriculture this sector gives nearly 60% of Gross product.

In the beginning of 90-s many people in Russia started their own busyness. By 1995 nearly
60% of all enterprises were small. Then crisis came in 1998 that was a hard shock for small
busyness. Only by the beginning of 2000 number of small companies made up 981 thousand again,
almost as in 1994. Nearly 30% of functioning firms are in the central region of Russia. Moscow and
St. Petersburg are leaders. There are 20% and 12% of small firms in these cities. Structural sphere
hasn’t changed recently. Commerce and public catering have leading position. 13 % of firms are in
building, 12% - industry, agricultural firms – 2 %.

In general this level of development compared to Europe is low. So 1 thousand Russian get
6 small firms (20 in Moscow and 23 in St. Petersburg) while in European Union countries – not less
than 30.

In Russia small busyness segment in the whole number of enterprises is 29%, while in
European Union countries – 90%.

Small busyness in Russia plays an important role in forming the national economical model.
It has its advantages and drawbacks being compared to the west analogues. Having been changed
greatly Russian small business isn’t still the basis of national economy as it is in highly developed
industrial countries. Mainly the cause is weak state regulation and ineffective state politics of this
sector.



2. Interaction of state and market institutes in Russia and its prospects.

State support of Russian economy: myth and reality.

State support is conscious creation of economical and legal circumstances, stimulus for
business development, material and financial injections under privilege terms.

State support system forming is complicated and prolonged process. Following features are
assumed as its basis:

- legislative and normative basis, determining specific terms for business subjects acting;
regulating forms and support methods and proceedings;

- legislative mechanisms, observing legality and equality for small business connected
with authorities and other economical subjects;

- to ensure security of business;
- special institutional system to work out and realize state-support policy (authorities,

public business units, funds, credit institutions, insurance institutions, technological
parks, business incubators, trainings, consultations, informative, service structure, etc.);

- state programs and programs for social economical development in regions; investments
to industrial and regional development;

- material resources (plots of land, equipment, production area) and financial resources
(budget provisions also) to enlist foreign and private national investments; to improve
the tax system in a radical way.

The problems influenced the structure and business effectiveness negatively in 1990-s are
still urgent today.

They are:
- imperfection of normative legislative basis (legal unprotection of business, weak

legislation);
- financial deficit and difficulties in loan borrowing;
- difficulties in getting production premises and material problems;
- administrative problems and barriers;
- monopoly at some market segments and competitive lack;
- uneffective state management and business state support lack;
- negative image of business that is characteristic feature in Russia of Soviet and Post-

soviet periods.
As a result economy loses its effectiveness as in quantity so in quality. It’s not possible to

rich active business development without state support, and consequently to provide high
competitive level, modernization and innovations in Russian economy.

Globalization influence on national economy structure.

In the end 1980-s beginning 1990-s in Russia the staff monopoly of foreign trade and
currency transactions was broken as well as strictly directive foreign management system. Russia
started cooperation with world economy institutes International Monetary Funds (IMF),
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD or World Bank), European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development, World Trade Organization (WTO) and others.

But initial circumstances for Russian integration into global economy are unfavourable.
Russian integration into the world economy displayed its limited suitability to the world tendencies.
The reason wasn’t only in decreasing of Production volume, living standard, economical
effectiveness, competitiveness decreased also. At present Russia after 10 years of self isolation has
to integrate not just into world market but into complicated geoeconomical system. And Russia is
still outsider according this system.



Russian foreign trade turnover differs from international exchange. In world commerce
specific weigh falls on ready production and service. In Russian export basis goods and service
prevail; consumer goods and services prevail in import.

Export of raw materials is still more effective than export of worked production. To change
such a situation without huge investments into processing industry is impossible. That’s why Russia
will depend on export of raw materials for a long. However, if economical growth continue, export
opportunities will be reducing and import requirements will be increasing. This dead lock incites
Russian export structure to force the export diversification, to look for new niches including
technological ones in world market.

Our government’s goal today is to overcome deformations in foreign relations to find our
own position in global economy, using our economical, scientific and intellectual potential.

The key role in deciding the task is for national business: it’s known not only countries
compete but definite firms and corporations.

Today Russia will have to strengthen defence of national producer consumer. It doesn’t
mean increasing tariffs which stop foreign goods, service and capital penetration into Russian
market. Defence measures are to stop uneffective business, complete or partial replacement of
national goods by import.

There is a huge complex of economical, organizing, legal problems that requires analyzing
constantly the consequences of its adaptation to global world economy.

New economy of Russia Federation: knowledge, innovation, technology.

We live today in chaotic period of transformation with global competition, fast changes,
information, increasing complication of business. Innovative economy is managing for our country
in first half of 21-st centure.

Innovation is economy based on knowledge, positive relation to new ideas, systems,
technologies. In innovation system traditional material production is transforming and change its
technological basis as production that isn’t based on new knowledge can’t be alive. Information
technology, computer systems and high technology are basic systems of innovation. Education
system providing specialist must get innovation.

To Russia, development of an innovation-based economy is an urgent priority because in
terms of its economic development Russia is 1-2 stages behind leading countries (stages 5-6 in
developed countries and stages 3-4 in Russia). E.g., developed economies are dominated by
biotechnologies, nanotechnologies, information technologies, etc., whereas the domestic economy
is still in the industrial stage.

Already 75-90% of GDP increase in the developed countries of the world comes from
growth in the innovation sector while in Russia this figure is still as low as 10%; this affects the
overall efficiency of the economy. E.g., according to the existing estimates, Russia’s lost profits
from the innovation gap amount to $1214 billion a year.

Currently, Russia is a raw materials appendage to the global economy, an unpromising
position in the context of depleting natural resources. Dependence on raw materials is fraught with
the economic dependence of Russia on other countries of the world.

Another negative effect of Russia’s innovation gap is the decreasing competitive strength of
Russia’s economy. E.g., while Russia ranked 58th in terms of competitiveness in the world in 2001
it went down to 61st in 2003 and 79th in 2003 (WEF Global Competition Report 2006).

The well-being of Russia’s economy is currently assured primarily by the exceptionally the
high prices of energy resources, which makes it highly vulnerable should conditions in the global
fuels market deteriorate.

Expensive labor, harsh climate and administrative burdens are indicative of the lack of
prospects for the development of cheap manufacturing in Russia on the model of China. These
factors are also indicative of the absence of evident advantages for a dramatic leap in economic



diversification. It is innovation-based growth that can raise the Russian economy to a qualitatively
new level.

The innovation-based scenario of economic development is a breakthrough one in contrast
to extensive development but is, however, associated with the necessity of structural changes in the
economy. In addition, innovations should be interpreted fairly broadly including in the light of
management, which is highly relevant to Russia.

The fairly high potential of Russia’s innovation sector is witnessed by the fact that research
centres of major international corporations have been actively set up in Russia in recent years.
Many Russian innovation solutions are already widely used in the world, not only at the level of
technological developments but also as final products.

Russia has tangible advances in nanotechnologies and other promising innovation areas,
many ideas and theories but very few practical applications. On the whole, there are quite a few
promising developments and technologies that could be implemented into real innovation products.
Most developments have been left from Soviet times but they are still valuable today. Even these
technoligies, if implemented, can significantly improve the country’s economic indices. The main
problem is the lack of skills for implementation and product launch. In this respect, the gap is so
wide that it is impossible to do without foreign experience.

Among promising areas for development of an innovation based economy mention should
be primarily made of areas that are supported by the state and are described as ‘strategic’, such as
nanotechnologies, nuclear energy, space, information technologies.

Large-scale state investments in support of nanotechnologies do not entail high risks
because such investments are not intended to be in venture businesses but rather in infrastructure
projects that will inevitably pay back if the diversified part of the innovation sector associated with
nanotechnologies is efficient.

Currently, Russia is a leader in nuclear technologies. Promising areas of innovations are
biotechnologies and nanotechnologies as related to human health because it is human health and
prolongation of life that are a primary incentive to the global innovation process.

A specific feature of the Russian path of innovation-based development may consist in the
emergence of breakthrough technologies in conservative branches, such as nanoconcrete,
biotechnologies in oil production and powdered coal combustion. In determining promising areas
for the development of innovations, there is need to form a network of related projects and to
calculate the synergy effect. It is based on these considerations that innovations in all sectors of the
economy should be developed.

The high potential for innovations in the MIC is still preserved from the Soviet times but is
extremely difficult to assess, especially as concerns availability of dual-purpose technologies.

The innovation-based scenario of economic development cannot be implemented without
state support as part of an integrated policy aimed at supporting and encouraging innovations and
providing for the formation of a national innovation system.
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